Simply attach the Nitro Tower to the top of your kegerator and you’re ready to pour the perfect nitro-infused beverage.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
- Multi-stage infusion system
- Vortex nitrogen blending chambers
- Up to 25% nitrogen infusion
- Nitrogen suspends up to 5x longer
- No moving parts
- Supports standard stout faucets (not included)
- Fits standard 3” tap tower mounting template

INFUSE ANY BEVERAGE
- COLD BREW COFFEE
- ICED TEA
- LATTES / TEA LATTES
- KOMBUCHA
- WINE
- COCKTAILS
PRODUCT FEATURES

- 3” stainless steel tower
- Nitro-infusion embedded in the tower
- Infusion at point of pour
- Nitrogen Control System (NCS) provides precise infusion adjustment
- Lockable infusion adjustment
- NSF certified

NITRO INFUSION AT THE POINT OF POUR.

NITRO TOWER CONFIGURATIONS

SINGLE FAUCET
9103 - T1

One nitro-infused faucet

DUAL FAUCET 1+1
9103 - T11

Two faucets, one pours still & one pours nitro-infused

Allows you to pour still & nitro from one keg!
(requires flow control faucet for still)

DUAL FAUCET
9103 - T2

Two nitro-infused faucets

*faucets and tap handles not included
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Patent Pending | Made in the U.S.A.